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	To meet telecommunications demands of the world community, it is crucial to employ radio services. Among vast and fast expansions during recent decades, the satellite services, navigational aids, remote sensing, telemetering, audio and video broadcasting, high-speed data communications, mobile radio systems, and some other special radio services may be addressed.

	

	Radiowaves, propagating between the transmitter and receiver antennas, are subject to a number of phenomena which should be studied and differentiated carefully for designing a reliable radio link. Engineering of radiowave propagation as an outstanding and highly specialized issue is required for all types of radio communications. The pressure to provide data for more effective use of the frequency spectrum, as a natural and limited source of radio systems, requires wider improved prediction methods specially for new bands.

	

	The subject of radiowave propagation is now too large to be treated in a single volume book, encompassing all theoretical and practical aspects. The purpose of this book is to deal in brief with the basic principles needed for understanding of radiowave propagation for common frequency bands used in radio communications.

	

	It includes descriptions of new achievements and newly developed propagation models. The provided materials are intended to bridge the gap between theoretical calculations and approaches and applied procedures needed for radio link design in a proper manner.
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The Auditory System in SleepAcademic Press, 2008
Presents, for the first time, the brain during sleep associated to the auditory sensory input.    

       This book presents for the first time a view of a sensory system working in a different state-that of the sleeping brain. The auditory system is always "open" receiving information from the environment and the body itself...
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Digital Restoration from Start to Finish, Second Edition: How to repair old and damaged photographsFocal Press, 2010

	Digital Restoration: Start to Finish 2nd edition guides you step-by-step through the entire process of restoring old photographs and repairing new ones using Adobe Photoshop, Picture Window, and now Elements. Nothing is left out, from choosing the right hardware and software and getting the photographs into the computer, to getting the...
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Visual Studio Hacks : Tips & Tools for Turbocharging the IDEO'Reilly, 2005
This hands-on guide is designed for developers who want to go far beyond the  obvious features of Visual Studio--the most powerful, feature-rich Integrated  Development Environment (IDE) on the market today. It takes the reader on a  detailed tour through code editor hacks, all manners of customization, even  external tools such as PowerToys. Full...
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LINQ: The Future of Data Access in C# 3.0O'Reilly, 2006
Language Integrated Query (LINQ) is Microsoft's new technology for powerful, general purpose data access. This technology provides a fully-integrated query language, available in both C# 3.0 and VB 9.0, for high-level data access against objects, relational databases, and XML documents. In this Short Cut you'll learn about LINQ and the proposed C#...
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An Introduction to Digital Audio (Music Technology)Focal Press, 1994

	An Introduction to Digital Audio brings all the fundamentals of digital audio to a wide audience. Every topic is described in plain English, from first principles, in John Watkinson's unique, accessible style. There are reasons instead of facts and practical applications to contrast with the theory.

	

	All of the key...
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Pro REST API Development with Node.jsApress, 2015

	Pro REST API Development with Node.js is your guide to managing and understanding the full capabilities of successful REST development. API design is a hot topic in the programming world, but not many resources exist for developers to really understand how you can leverage the advantages.


	This book will provide a brief...
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